WHALES AND DOLPHINS
BELONG IN THE SEA!

HOW TO MAKE YOUR WHALE
You'll need: square piece of paper, scissors, and marker pen.

Do you agree?
Then join our campaign and you can help!

1. Place your paper with a point at
the bottom so that it looks like a
diamond.

2. Fold the paper in half from left to
right. Crease well and unfold again.

Make an origami whale to help whales and
dolphins in Europe who are not free.
It's really easy…
1. Just use the simple instructions opposite to
make your origami whale.
2. Write your 'no captivity' message (for example
NO DOLPHIN CAPTIVITY IN EUROPE or
DOLPHINS BELONG IN THE SEA) on one
side of your origami, and put your name, city
and country on the other.
3. Post your whale to:
WDC
38 St Paul Street
Chippenham
SN15 1LJ
UK
We'll be taking all the origami we receive to European
countries that hold whales and dolphins in captivity to
show politicians how many people want them to be
free. Please add your whale to thousands of others!

WHALES.ORG/KIDZONE

3. Fold the lower left and right sides
up so they meet the crease, and press
these new folds down well. You
should now have a kite shape.

4. Now fold the top point of your
origami down to meet the top edges
of the sides you folded in step 3.

5. Fold your origami in half and
crease well.

6. Turn your whale onto its side.

7. Fold the narrow end up and cut
carefully down the middle to make tail
flukes.

8. Finally you can fold the points on
the head in, draw eyes and a smile
and write your message!
THANK YOU.
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